
 

JOB DESCRIPTION 
 

TITLE 
Sous Chef  

 
LOCATION 

The Lakes Distillery Company Limited 
 

RESPONSIBLE TO 

Head Chef    

 
 

KEY RESPONSIBILITIES 
 

 To know and understand the food philosophy and the high standards of 
Lakes Distillery 

 To maintain the highest level of professionalism. 

 To constantly strive to improve your own standards and skills as well as 
all the staff working with you. 

 To understand the business from financial and quality perspectives. 
 To cover and take responsibility for all aspects of the Kitchen operation in 

the Head Chefs absence.   
 
 

 
PERSON SPECIFICATION 

 

Sous Chef  
 

 To comply at all times with the Health and Safety policy. 
 To report for duty in good time 
 To be dressed to the standard set by the company. 

 To be organised and to organise others under your supervision ensuring 
correct work method and professionalism at all times. 

 To ensure all sections are checked-off with the C.D.P. before service with 
the checklists provided tasting any product for quality and consistency. 

 To organise and supervise stock rotation within the kitchen ensuring 
minimal stock wastage. 

 To monitor stock transfers and accurately account for any movement of 
stock. 

 To ensure dating and labeling of produce is carried out within the 
sections, and in the dry store, freezers and walk-in fridges. 



 

 Development of individuals within the kitchen team through individual 
chats and reviews in accordance with The Lakes  Distillery specific 
guidelines and reporting back on pertinent findings. 

 Development of kitchen team by means of identification of training needs 
through observation and review process and compilation and 
achievement of monthly training plan.  

 To take-on board constructive criticism from senior members of staff. 
 To organise daily staff briefings to ensure the highest level of service. 

 To monitor all cleaning schedules and fridge-freezer charts provided. 
 To understand the kitchen food cost and to react to any movement. 
 To understand wage costing and react to any movement in business. 

 To assist front of house team in any way possible with customer 
requirements 

 
 
 

This document outlines the duties required for the post for the time being, to indicate the level of responsibility. It is 
not a comprehensive or exclusive list and duties may be varied from time to time which do not change the general 
character of the job or the level of responsibility. 
 


